
To: Justicar
From: Emperor Lap’lamiz

Darth Renatus, I am writing to express my displeasure with the proceeding of the campaign
against the Children of Mortis and the handling of the exploration of the Ethereal Realm.
Specifically, in regard to the mental state and actions of the Grand Master, Darth Nehalem,
which I feel rises to the level of criminality.

At every turn I find myself being arrested and rearrested by Nehalem’s personal guards,
escorted back to his encampment and interrogated as to whether or not I am Telaris “Mav”
Cantor.

Despite my continued asserting that I am “Maverick” and was known as Maverick, not Mav,
before Telaris and that we’re two completely different people, these arrests continue to occur. I
am thrown into cuffs, a sack unceremoniously shoved over my head and I am taken back to
Nehalem.

Each time he rants again about having ‘found me’ and that he will ‘end his torment’ by slaying
me. With each iteration the charges he applies grow more insane. If he truly is hearing voices
from Telaris from beyond the mortal realm I have so far seen no evidence in this realm that
Telaris is here.

Of course, if he was, I wouldn’t know given I continually am dragged back to Nehalem’s camp at
the entrance.

Once the sack is removed because, and I quote, “I want to watch you die” Evant becomes
confused, enraged, and proceeds to rage against me not being, and again I quote, “The Mav
that torments me.” I am then assaulted and battered, whether with the Force, Force Lightning,
or what I would say are the weakest hand slaps I’ve ever felt, or his summoning of some
random creature.

I demand that he be held to account for these actions. I demand that his guard be held to
account for continually imprisoning me without due cause. I demand that I receive fair
compensation for the cloaks that have been damaged by this inappropriate treatment.

Yours in Darkness,
Kamjin “The True Maverick” Lap’lamiz


